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Indigenous territoriality and political agenda in Bolivia (1970-2010)\(^1\)
Laurent Lacroix
SOGIP-IIAC/LAIOS
EHESS


The recognition and respect of specific territories, whether of pre-colonial or colonial origin, has been one of the major claims made by indigenous peoples in Bolivia\(^2\). The current Constitution (2009) recognizes indigenous peoples as “any human collective that shares a cultural identity, a language, a historical tradition, institutions, a territority and a cosmovision whose existence is prior to the Spanish colonial invasion”. Designated as “indigenous native peasant nations and peoples” (_naciones y pueblos indígena originaria campesinos_) in the current Constitution, they call for the establishment of autonomous territories integrated into the political administrative organization of the Bolivian State.

Historically, indigenous peoples’ territorial claims are intimately linked to Spanish colonization, an aspect of which has been the breaking up of pre-colonial territorialities that the main indigenous organizations today seek to reestablish or reconstitute. In spite of this historical character, the issue of indigenous territories has only emerged on the Bolivian national political agenda in the last forty years. This emergence appears at the juncture of three factors: the mobilization of indigenous organizations for the recognition of a series of rights (including territorial rights), successive national policies of state modernization since the beginning of the 1980s, and an international context favorable to the protection and promotion of indigenous peoples rights.

This particular juncture has presented itself twice and has led to remarkable progress in terms of indigenous territorial rights in Bolivia. The first instance occurred at the beginning of the 1990s as the liberal multicultural model won recognition throughout Latin America. The second instance took place at the end of the 2000s, following symbolically powerful political changes both on the national level, with the election of the union leader Evo Morales in 2005, and on the international scene, with the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples in 2007. The conjunction of these events has led to the elaboration of a unique political Constitution adopted in 2009.

These elements contribute to explain the importance taken by indigenous issues in the contemporary Bolivian political field, particularly so in their territorial dimension. This article purports to assess the evolution of indigenous territorial issues during the past two years in Bolivia. To do so, the article briefly presents the two main indigenous organizations in the country, whose main agenda is of a territorial nature. Then, the two historical periods mentioned will be analyzed through a multiscalar framework to explore the interactions

---

\(^1\) Part of the research leading to the present results have benefited from the financial support from the European Research Council as part of the seventh Framework-program of the European Union in light of the funding convention ERC-2009-AdG-20090415-SOGIP for the research project “Scales of Governance and Indigenous Peoples Human Rights: the meanings and issues of self-determination in the time of globalization” (http://www.sogip.cheiss.fr). I thank Martin Préaud, member of the SOGIP team, for the english translation of this text. Access to the original text : http://www.antropologia.cat/quaderns-e-194

\(^2\) In this article, we use the term “indigenous (peoples)” in a general manner to describe organized populations claiming a colonial pre-existence that mobilize ethnicity as their main element of (self-)identification and collective mobilization. The equivalent term “native” is used according to local use.
between the regional, national and international levels in terms of the political treatment of ethnic and territorial issues. The objective is to determine whether the current national and international context is really favorable to indigenous peoples in Bolivia.

1. Prominent indigenous actors in the mobilization

In Bolivia, the emergence of new indigenous movements, sometimes described as the “indian awakening”, occurred at the beginning of the 1980s in two distinct regions: on the Altiplano (west of the country) and in the Lowlands (east of the country). Like many social trade union, civic and political movements of the country, indigenous organizations are marked by regionalism. While they share many claims such as the institutionalization of an indigenous territoriality integrated to the general organization of the Bolivian State, and constantly express feelings of mutual solidarity, each of these organizations develops its own political strategy to reach its goals. Consequently, there has not been a unified indigenous movement in Bolivia to this day.

1.1 The Andes: from katarism to the Consejo Nacional de Ayllus y Markas de Quillasuyu (CONAMAQ)

The apparition of an indianist trade union movement known as the katarist movement at the beginning of the 1970s is the first expression of an “Indian awakening” in the Andean region. This movement rejects the assimilationist and paternalist policies deployed by the State since the 1930s, and insists on the cultural oppression of populations defined as Indian (Tiwanaku Manifesto in 1973). The katarist questioning culminates with the establishment of the Confederación Sindicál Única de los Trabajadores Campesinos de Bolivia (CSUTCB) in 1979, the first national independent peasant trade union. Its creation is a highlight of the democratic transition in Bolivia (1978-1982) and the union demonstrates strong capacities for mobilization until 1983, at which point the katarist movement comes to a halt. At the union level, its leaders struggle to propose a unifying project (Le Bot 1994). In electoral terms, they are extremely divided and accumulate failures on their respective sides (Pacheco 1992). Katarism loses significant momentum and concedes the vanguard of peasant unionism to the coca producers established in the tropical valleys of the Chapará (Calla Ortega 1993; Mansilla & Zegada 1996).

In the Andes, the traditional organization (preceding trade unionism) is revalorized after having been reduced to its sole ritual dimension during forty years by the widespread movement of peasants’ unionization. The communal and intercommunal political system is rehabilitated. The pre-Columbian form of Andean socio-territorial organization, the ayllu, is considered anew and becomes a first order claim. The union model does not disappear, however, and power at the local level is the subject of an acute competition between union leaders and so-called “traditional” authorities (Le Gouill 2007).

During the 1980s many indigenous organizations are developed as an alternative to the union model at the local, provincial and regional levels while peasants’ unions at the departmental

---

3 From Tupac Katari who was the leader of an « native » rebellion on the Bolivian Altiplano in 1781. On the katarist movement, see, among other works, those by Jean-Pierre Lavaud (1981,1982), Diego Pacheco (1992) and Yvon Le Bot (1994).

4 Among others: the Aymaras, Kechuas, Tupiguaranies National Council united by ayllus and communities (AKTUPAC) in 1986, the Unique Confederation of Kollasuyu-Bolivia Ayllus-Communities-Capitanias (CUAKK-B) in 1987, the Cabildo of Urinsaya Native communities in 1990, the South Oruro Ayllus Federation
level highlight the ethnic dimension of their organization. In March 1997, the Consejo Nacional de Ayllus y Markas de Qullasuyu (CONAMAQ) is created, presenting itself as the representative organization of the “Indigenous Nationalities and Peoples of Bolivia’s Highlands”. This emergence amplifies the differentiation process between peasants’ unions and indigenous organizations in the Andes. The latter re-appropriate indigenous terms to designate their authorities and develop their claim platforms around the key theme of the ayllu as a collective territory. Conversely, peasants’ unions call for the granting of individual or familial plots of land.

The main objective of the CONAMAQ is to reconstitute territorial entities of pre-Columbian origin (ayllus, markas, suyus), which it sees as a necessary condition for “the political self-determination and guaranteed exercise of collective rights for indigenous peoples”. The CONAMAQ primarily claims the “restitution of native communal lands usurped by the invaders”, which would allow Andean communities to “reconstitute their own territorially-based system of political organization”, “their own organizational structures” (particularly economic and judicial ones), and their “own cosmovision” (cosmic vision of the ayllu). To do so, the CONAMAQ advocates a “constitutional recognition of indigenous native peoples’ collective rights” and the instauration of a plurinational State.

Despite a growing visibility and intervention on the national political scene, the CONAMAQ willingly admits to a lack of coordination between its affiliates as well as the lack of a general political project, both of which limit its capacity for mobilization. Its leadership nonetheless tries to remedy these lack by strengthening its governance structure and by taking a proactive role in national debates.

1.2 In the Lowlands: the Confederación de los Pueblos Indígenas de Bolivia (CIDOB)

From the time of colonization to the 1980s, indigenous populations in the Bolivian Lowlands have been placed under a variety of authorities. Dispersed and without representative organizations, some of these populations live with great difficulty under their assigned authorities while others try to escape their imposed livelihoods by establishing themselves in the forest, far from administrative centers, when such a possibility still exists. At the end of the 1970s these indigenous populations organize themselves under the aegis of a small group of anthropologists and establish in 1982 the Indigenous Platform of the Bolivian East, which rapidly transforms into the Indigenous Confederation of Bolivia while keeping its first acronym, CIDOB. Indigenous peoples from the Lowlands are now known and visible.

The new interethnic organization reflects the realization by many indigenous communities that they confronted a similar situation in terms of land spoliation, economic and political marginalization, and the absence of individual and collective rights. The ethnic character of the CIDOB rests on a twofold process of differentiation. First, with regard to small Andean peasants established in the Lowlands, organized through peasants’ unions affiliated to the CSUTCB and primarily claiming the attribution of individual plots of land.CIDOB affiliates,
on their part, seek to establish an organization that would be more autonomous from political parties and less vertical than trade unions, and look for means to gain the attribution of collective lands. The second differentiation is in opposition to local political and economic elites of foreign origin (descending from settlers or coming from new waves of international migrations) with whom CIDOB members are competing for access to natural resources. This elite controls the land market and contributes to the progress of the agrarian frontier, thereby threatening indigenous populations’ living areas. The CIDOB thus fills a gap in terms of representative organizations in the Lowlands and challenges the notion of a uniquely Andean indianny in the national political imagination.

CIDOB’s mission is to “defend the fundamental human rights of indigenous peoples in the country”8. Among its numerous demands, the theme of territoriosity appears simultaneously as central, federative and a source of mobilization. Obtaining territories and tenure is an absolute priority for indigenous peoples in the region. According to the CIDOB, the existence of an “indigenous territory” implies an integral spatial unity in which indigenous populations would collectively control natural resources, exercise their political and administrative autonomy, and uphold their histories and traditions. The territory is seen as the primary basis for indigenous peoples’ development. It is perceived as a fundamental prerequisite for solving the many challenges faced by indigenous communities in the region such as economic poverty, low results in terms of health and education, and political marginalization (Lema 1997). Consequently, the CIDOB orientates all its actions towards the obtaining of specific areas for indigenous peoples.

The Confederation has quickly established itself as an important and influential actor in the Bolivian political life. In a few years it has presented innovative reform projects that redefine the nation and the role of the State while leading large-scale mobilizations resulting in the acquisition of new rights for indigenous populations. The results of its activity is such that “the dominant actor in indigenous movements has been displaced geographically from the Andes to the East” (Calla Ortega & Molina Barrios 2000: 27). Since the 1990s, the CIDOB has successfully put the issues of indigenous territories and respect for sociocultural difference among the main themes of the national political agenda (Lacroix 2011a).

2. The 1990s: liberal multiculturalism and indigenous territoriosity

During the 1990s, Bolivia has undergone, as most Latin-American countries have, a neoliberal process of political modernization of the State, which has resulted, among other effects, in a political-administrative reorganization and the implementation of multicultural policies. The latter implied constitutional reforms to recognize the multicultural and pluriethic character of national societies. Included in a wider movement of participative decentralization of the State, neo-indigenist policies were implemented, recognizing specific rights for indigenous peoples (Gros 1999). The CIDOB has played a key role in these changes. Its mobilizations and propositions have accompanied every step of the establishment of liberal multiculturalism under the government of Sánchez de Lozada (1993-1997). Such policy was adopted in response to demands from the Lowlands indigenous confederation and Andean indigenous organizations as well as to the economic and political orientations imposed by international agencies. These agencies will, on their own side, create a favorable context for indigenous rights.

---

8 Excerpts from the organization’s archives.
2.1 A few precedents (1988-1992)

In 1989, the International Labor Organization (OIT) Convention 169 “on indigenous and tribal peoples in independent countries” is an important step in the recognition of indigenous peoples rights. Defining these peoples as agents of their own development, the Convention prompts the States to respect their territories, which are loosely defined as the areas that the peoples concerned traditionally occupy. This international norm consolidates the actions led by Lowlands’s indigenous organizations in Bolivia. As soon as 1988, the CIDOB suggested to the Bolivian State the instauration of protected indigenous territories. The proposition follows two territorial claims made by organizations in the department of Beni, where areas of occupations are threatened by forestry activities in spite of their protected areas status (Lehm 1999).

Under pressure from Lowlands’s indigenous organizations, the Bolivian State for the first time recognizes the regional aspect of the territorial issue for indigenous populations and accepted the idea of indigenous territories. A few months before the ILO Convention was published, the 17th February Supreme Resolution 205 862 recognizes the “national and social necessity to recognize, assign and own territorial areas in favor of forest-dwelling groups and communities native to the Oriente and Bolivian Amazon” (article 1). In spite of these norms, the Bolivian State takes its time to grant territories. The CIDOB mobilizes against the scaling down of living areas for Lowlands’s indigenous populations and demanded territories. In August 1990, it organizes a “March for territory and dignity”. The mobilization is a shock for the national society as it reveals the range of cultural diversity of the country. This action is supported by a wide part of the population and inspires Andean indigenous organizations to break up with peasants’ unions. It expresses the explicit will from indigenous peoples in the Lowlands to become active members of a plural and democratic nation (Libermann Cruz & Godínez Gutiérrez 1992) and starts to evoke the necessity of a new Constitution towards the instauration of a plurinational State (Albó 1991).

Following the march, the Bolivian state recognizes by supreme decrees four indigenous territories in 1990 and five others in 1991. In 1992, president Paz Zamora’s government ratifies ILO Convention 169 and revives the project for a Latin American and Caribbean Indigenous Peoples Development Fund. It officializes intercultural and bilingual education and adopts a law on the Environment that recognizes indigenous peoples’ right to participate, administer and exploit natural resources in protected areas. Finally, it authorizes the creation of an indigenous forest protection force on recognized territories in 1990 (Marinissen 1995).

These advances were secured by the CIDOB in a favorable context for indigenous peoples rights. At the international level, the period sees important norms adopted such as the ILO Convention 169 (1989), the celebrations of the Discovery of Americas (1992), the declaration of an international year for indigenous peoples, and the proclamation of an international decade for the world’s indigenous peoples by the UN (1993). In this particular context, the impact of the mobilization led by the CIDOB is strengthened by the indigenist policy specific to the government of president Paz Zamora.

---

9 Especially articles 13 to 19.
10 The Siriono Indigenous Territory; the multiethnic Isiboro-Sécure National Park; the Chiman Indigenous Territory; the Multiethnic Indigenous Territory.
11 The Araona Territory; the Pilon Lajas Biosphere Reserve; the Yuqui Territory; the Chiquitano Territory No1; the Mataco Territory.
The CIDOB maintains its activism through a second impressive initiative. It elaborates a draft Indigenous Law that synthetizes claims shared by all its affiliates and proposes political solutions. This document defines the indigenous territory in the following terms: “Indigenous territories are the lands traditionally occupied or owned by indigenous peoples (…) which constitute their natural habitat and the socio-economic space used for their productive activities, hunting, fishing, collecting, farming, raising stock (…) as well as imprescriptible areas necessary to guarantee the demographic growth and their sustainable development” (art. 9). These territories are inalienable and indivisible (art. 10). The State must guarantee the collective ownership of these territories to the populations concerned and bestow upon them the right to administer and manage natural resources (art. 11 &19). Indigenous peoples must be consulted prior to any authorization to exploit the subterranean resources of their territories (art. 12).

A national commission is given the task to prepare an Indigenous Peoples Bill based on CIDOB’s document. Terminological and conceptual dissensions rapidly appear around the notions of “peoples”, “territories” and “territorial right”. The political Constitution of the time does not recognize indigenous populations as peoples then, or their traditional authorities. The “indigenous territory as defined by the CIDOB would imply a complete reorganization of the national space and would need the organization of a constituent assembly. Eventually, all political parties represented in the Parliament reject the CIDOB’s Indigenous Law, which is assessed as unconstitutional by the Congress.

2.2 The effects of neo-indigenism on indigenous territoriality (1994-2005)

The CIDOB’s political proposition is not discredited, however. Indigenous organizations’ claims are taken into account, albeit in a particular way, by president Sánchez de Lozada’s government (1993-1997) as part of the vast project of reworking the national legislative framework that he has undertaken to modernize the State and pursue the neoliberal reforms implemented since 1985.

The 1967 Constitutions is revised. Bolivia is now defined as a unitary, multiethnic and pluricultural republic (art.1). It grants the status of “peoples” to indigenous populations, recognizes their rights and their “native communal areas”\(^\text{12}\). It offers them the possibility of legal assistance (art. 116) and eliminates the criteria of literacy to enter elections (art. 221), which facilitates the electoral participation of many indigenous organizations. These constitutional provisions open new perspectives for indigenous populations, in two legal fields especially.

The 1994 law on Popular Participation instigates a municipalization of the national territory through a system of local participative democracy. The effects are significant for indigenous populations. For the first time, their communities are judicially recognized and constitute, along with peasants communities and urban districts associations, the basic territorial

\(^{12}\) Article 171 of the Constitution: Reconocimiento de derechos de pueblos indígenas I. Se reconocen, se respetan y protegen en el marco de la ley, los derechos sociales, económicos y culturales de los pueblos indígenas que habitan en el territorio nacional, especialmente los relativos a sus tierras comunitarias de origen, garantizando el uso y aprovechamiento sostenible de los recursos naturales, a su identidad, valores, lenguas, costumbres e instituciones. II. El Estado reconoce la personalidad jurídica de las comunidades indígenas y campesinas y de las asociaciones y sindicatos campesinos. III. Las autoridades naturales de las comunidades indígenas y campesinas podrán ejercer funciones de administración y aplicación de normas propias como solución alternativa de conflictos, en conformidad a sus costumbres y procedimientos, siempre que no sean contrarias a esta Constitución y las leyes. La ley compatibilizará estas funciones con las atribuciones de los Poderes del Estado.
organization (OTB) of the participative decentralization. The principal effect of municipalization is to generate a growing presence of indigenous representatives both in town councils and in “vigilance committees” in charge of controlling the implementation of the five-yearly participatory plan of municipal development.

In spite of remarkable progress in terms of citizenship, participation and political representation, the political and administrative re-ordering of the country does not consider at all the kind of territorially claimed by indigenous organizations as it is exclusively based on the municipalization of the national territory. In 1996 the Bolivian State attempts to address this issue when it is constrained to engage a reform of the agrarian legislation. This reform is recommended by international organizations (World Bank and international cooperation agencies) and called for by various indigenous, peasants, economic and non-governmental organizations; it occurs in an international context where indigenous peoples issues command growing attention.

In accordance with article 171 of the Constitution and with ILO Convention 169, the law of the National Institute of Agrarian Reform (NIAR) provides for the dotation of Native Community Lands (tierras comunitarias de origen - TCO) to indigenous peoples. TCOs are defined as “geographical spaces constituting the settlement of indigenous and native communities to which they have traditionally accessed and where they maintain and develop their own forms of economic, social and cultural organization in order to secure their survival and development. They are inalienable, indivisible, irreversible, collective, composed by communities or associations of communities, exempt from seizure, and imprescriptible” (art.41, 5). The “TCO denomination comprises the concept of indigenous territory” (art. 3). Seventeen articles precise the status of these TCOs, the process for their granting, and plan for the participation of indigenous organizations to national and departmental agrarian commissions.

Native Community Lands constitute a form of agrarian collective property in which indigenous title-holders can develop internally their own system of economic, social and cultural organization. From a juridical point of view, TCOs exclusively pertain to the agrarian domain and do not have any particular institutional competency.

The NIAR law has immediate effects. A wave of submissions for community areas floods the whole country. The CIDOB and its affiliates open the way, rapidly followed by Andean indigenous organizations affiliated to the CONAMAQ (which was created just a few months after the promulgation of the law on agrarian reform). A vast movement of ethnic territorially is triggered in Bolivia. In 2007, more than 150 TCOs have been granted, covering 36% of the national territory, according to State figures. New territorial claims have been made and this coverage could reach 42% in the coming years (Lacroix & Le Gouill 2010).

In spite of strong territorial demand, indigenous territoriality remains precarious. By bestowing TCOs on indigenous populations, the Bolivian State gives them spaces of collective settlement rather than territories. These populations do not enjoy exclusive or

---

13 In 1994, the Un adopted a Draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, establishes an International Day for Indigenous Peoples (9th August) and organizes the International Conference on population and development in Cairo. In 1995 it announces the first international decade for Indigenous Peoples on the theme of “Indigenous populations: partnership in action” (1995-2004) during which the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples is developed. In 1996, Rigoberta Menchu receives the Nobel Peace Prize and launches the issue of indigenous peoples on the international political and media scene.
priority rights in their collective property, nor decentralized resources to manage them. This situation of judicial and political in-betweenness encourages a superposition of rights, generating many social conflicts between TCO-holding populations and various agents (extractive companies, pastoralists, farmers) that are legally or illegally established on areas bestowed on indigenous peoples (De Vries 1998; CIDOB 2000).

The CIDOB proposes to transform TCOs into indigenous jurisdictions integrated to the political and administrative framework of the State in order to remedy this situation, advocating for “indigenous autonomies”. To do so, a new political constitution proves necessary. In this perspective, the CIDOB will be mobilized for a whole decade alongside other social actors, calling for the establishment of a constituent assembly whose main objective would be to institutionalize autonomous indigenous territories.

This perspective is reached at the end of a cycle of social and political unrest that sees four successive presidents of the Republic between 2000 and 2005. The last of them, Evo Morales, is elected in December 2005 during early general elections. In accordance with his electoral engagements, Morales organizes a constituent assembly (2006-2008), which writes a new constitution approved by referendum in January 2009. The text integrates the full United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (2007) and plans for the establishment of “indigenous autonomies”.

3. A new political and territorial paradigm

Evo Morales’ access to power (2005), the elaboration of a new Constitution establishing a plurinational State (2009), and the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (2007) generate great hopes for Bolivian indigenous organizations. Each of these three facts have contributed to installing indigenous territoriality as one of the principal themes of political debate in recent years, and have created a historical opportunity to institutionalize indigenous territories.

3.1 A favorable context: Morales and the UN

The majority of Bolivian indigenous organizations support Evo Morales and his party, el Movimiento al Socialismo (MAS). In their ascension towards power, Morales and the MAS have offered a tangible political alternative for numerous indigenous leaders who participated in municipal elections by granting them a relative autonomy both in terms of nominating candidates and of electoral programs. The MAS thus captured indigenous organizations’ sympathy, which have become a loyal electorate in national elections. Once in power, Evo Morales made many declarations of good intentions to indigenous peoples, and he is a self-proclaimed defender of their rights on the international scene. Some of the first measures of this government were aimed at indigenous peoples situations.

The National Plan for Economic Development presented in June 2006 has the core objective of constructing a “multinational and communitarian State” that would put an end to historical “colonialism”, “neoliberalism”, and “the exclusion of indigenous peoples” through a “recognition and a valorization of indigenous and peasant communal economies. The Plan is inspired by the “Andean-Amazonian capitalism” project elaborated by vice-president Garcia Linera, which consists in “the construction of a strong State that regulates the growth of industrial economy, extracts its benefits and transfers them towards the communitarian sphere to provide for specifically Andean and Amazonian forms of self-organization and mercantile
In November 2006, the Ley de Reconducción Comunitaria de la Reforma Agraria reconsiders the 1996 NIAR law. Among other changes, it provides for the priority (or even systematic) attribution of expropriated lands to “indigenous native peasant communities” (art. 34) as well as an active support to micro businesses and communitarian enterprises in terms of production, productivity and market exploration (art. 7). In 2007, two decrees regulate the socio-environmental control of oil and gas activities on indigenous peoples’ and peasants’ communities’ lands that had been planned for in the 2005 Hydrocarbon law. The 1997 Mining Code is modified to allow indigenous peoples to claim rights, in particular the right to consultation over mining exploration on their lands.

The impact of all these measures remains somewhat limited. The new agrarian legislation does not include any new guarantee for TCOs, and new regulations on extractive activities in indigenous collective settlement areas have only worsened the tensions with the third parties (enterprise and individuals) who exploit oil and mineral resources. Further, Morales waits until the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples to adopt some substantive measure about indigenous peoples.

The adoption of the international standard rejoices indigenous organizations in the country. The text had been negotiated for over twenty years and the object of numerous debates between indigenous peoples and the States. The Declaration affirms indigenous peoples right to self-determination and, consequently, their right to freely determine their political status and economic, social and cultural development (art.3), their right to be autonomous and manage their internal and local affairs (art.4). Bolivian indigenous organizations present a draft law to include this declaration in the national law and organize several demonstrations to secure such integration.

Facing mobilization and enthusiasm, the Morales government elevates the 46 articles of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples to the rank of law of the Republic (law 3760, 7th November 2007). For indigenous organizations, this measure is a first step towards the formalization of the international text pending its translation into the new Constitution. Its development, however, is delayed. The heated debates between the government and the opposition generate important social conflicts. The Constituent Assembly is adjourned and threatened of dissolution on several occasions during its mandate. The main indigenous and peasant organizations of the country, who became allied in a Pact of National Unity14, have ensured the survival of the process by exercising pressure on delegates and by formulating numerous propositions during the debates.

Thus, the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples comes at a right time when, in Bolivia, the political situation and the constitutional debates seem in a deadlock (Lacroix 2006). The international standard allows indigenous organizations to obtain minimum guarantees for the inclusion of indigenous peoples rights, especially those

---

14 The Pact of National Unity brings together the Confederación Sindical Única de los Trabajadores Campesinos de Bolivia (CSUTCB), the Confederación Nacional de Mujeres Campesinas Indígenas Originarias de Bolivia Bartolina Sisa (CNMCIOB-BS), the Confederación Sindical de Comunidades Interculturales de Bolivia (CSCIB), CONAMAQ and CIDOB. This inter-sectoral alliance is created in 2004. It has a double objective: the instauration of a Constituent Assembly and to support Evo Morales’ Movimiento al Socialismo political project. Following a series of conflicts with the Morales government and the peasants’ organisations, CIDOB and CONAMAQ have left the Pact of National Unity in 2011.
concerning their territories, and the constitutional incorporation of the concept of indigenous autonomy.

3.2 Political constitution and ethnic territoriality

A defining character of the 2009 Bolivian Constitution is to institute a “unitary State with plurinational law” (art.1). It secures indigenous peoples rights to self-determination, to autonomy, to self-government, to culture, to the recognition of indigenous institutions, and to the consolidation of territorial entities respectful of the unity of the State (art.2 & 30). The constitution recognizes their systems of government (art. 11 & 26). These fundamental principles are developed in fifty general articles with reference to socio-cultural difference, that is one-eighth of all constitutional articles. These articles detail the State model, the local system of indigenous government, indigenous peoples rights (in political, health and educational matters), the protection of traditional knowledge, and State support for indigenous economic development. Specific articles are concerned with the rights of “indigenous native peasant nations and peoples”, indigenous peoples representation on and participation to the Plurinational Constitutional Tribunal, to the Plurinational Electoral Council, and to departmental and municipal councils.

The territorial and ethnic issue is discussed under the term “indigenous native peasant territorial entities”. It is thematically divided into jurisdictions, autonomies, and natural resource management. The territories, municipalities and regions constituting “ancestral territories” for “indigenous native peasant nations and peoples” potentially are such territorial entities (art. 291 & 192). These entities are fully jurisdictions (art. 180, 191-193).

The conceded autonomy is “the expression of the right to self-government as the exercise of the right of self-determination by indigenous native peasant nations and peoples whose population shares a territory, a culture, a history, languages and specific judicial, political, social, economic organizations or institutions” (art. 290). “Each territorial entity (…) will elaborate its own status in accordance with its own norms and procedures and within the framework of the Constitution and the Autonomies and Decentralization Law” (art. 293). “indigenous native peasant nations and peoples” territories will assume the competencies of municipalities and regions according to their status” (art. 305). They can exercise these competencies “exclusively or in competition” (idem). These competencies bear, among other aspects, on the definition and implementation of local development (economic, cultural, social) plans, the development and maintenance of infrastructure, healthcare, the administration of indigenous justice, the protection of natural and cultural heritage, the relations with external organizations and institutions (idem).

“The exploitation of natural resources in a given place will be subject to a consultation process with the local population affected” (art.352). In the case of “indigenous native peasant nations and peoples”, this consultation will respect their norms and procedures (idem). The benefits generated by resource exploitation will be primarily assigned to indigenous native peasant peoples (art. 353). The “entirety of indigenous native peasant territory” is recognized, which includes “the right to land, to the exclusive use and enjoyment of renewable natural resources as per legal provisions; free prior and informed consultation, and benefit-sharing stemming from the exploitation of natural resources from their territories (…) the definition of their development in accordance with their cultural criteria and life principles. (…) Indigenous native peasant territory comprises areas for the use and conservation of natural
resources as well as areas for the social, spiritual and cultural reproduction” (art. 402). The State recognizes, protects and guarantees the individual and communitarian or collective ownership of the land (art. 393).

The notion of indigenous territoriality as defined by the Constitution satisfies the CIDOB and CONAMAQ expectations, for which indigenous territories must be granted autonomous governments by the State and must assume competencies similar to other subnational jurisdictions. To sum up, Bolivia is engaged towards the instauration of indigenous jurisdictions fully integrated to the political and administrative organization of the country; these could allow indigenous peoples to take on political, legal and normative autonomy with executive, administrative, patrimonial, territorial and jurisdictional dimensions, in accordance with the legal field of the State (CIDOB 2008).

3.2 From norms to implementation: the challenge of indigenous autonomies

The Autonomies and Decentralization Law (LMAD) was promulgated in July 2010. The text was long awaited by civil society organizations, especially indigenous and regionalist organizations, as it determines the general frame of departmental, regional, municipal and “indigenous native peasant” (indígena originario campesino, IOC) autonomies defined in the Constitution. A first reading of this complex and (over)detailed text allows an exposition of some general principles on the specific issue of IOC autonomies.

Among the eighteen fundamental principles for the autonomy system (territorial integrity of the State, self-government, hierarchical insubordination of autonomous territorial entities, voluntary access to autonomy, etc.), let us firstly highlight the principle of “Indigenous Native peasant nations and peoples preexistence” that guarantees, according to the Constitution and UN Declaration, “their self-determination, their right to autonomy, to self-government, to their culture, to the recognition of their institutions and the consolidation of their territorial entities” (art. 1 & 5). The preexistence principle also makes room for multiple pathways to autonomy.

The indigenous native peasant autonomy (AIOC) regime is exclusively granted to indigenous native peasant nations and peoples who are defined as “peoples and nations who existed prior to invasion and settlement, who constitute a sociopolitical unit, developed through history, with a common and shared organization, culture, institutions, law, rituality, religion, and language, among other characteristics. They are established in a given ancestral territory and have their own institutions” (art. 6.II).

These indigenous peoples may be granted autonomy from a territory, a region, a municipality or municipal district (art. 44 &28). Concerning the last three levels, the AIOC regime can be obtained through a locally initiated referendum (art. 50-52) after certification by the Ministry of Autonomies of the ancestral territory nature of these territorial units (art. 56). For territories (TIOCs), the ministerial certification rests on the viability of government (viabilidad gubernativa), which is assessed through an evaluation of the political organization and an analysis of the territorial development plan, and on a minimal demographic base calculated from the latest census results. The required demographic limit is 10 000 inhabitants for the Andes (4000 in exceptional cases), and 1000 inhabitants for the Lowlands (art. 58). On a more pragmatic level, these provisions mean that indigenous peoples who already have a TCO status have an easier access to a TIOC insofar as some information is already gathered.
Once the AIOC is granted, the deliberative organs of these territorial entities have to develop an “autonomic status” which must be approved by referendum and by 2/3 of the territorial entity’s population (art. 53 & 54). These statuses must consider non-indigenous minorities by guaranteeing constitutional rights, and must present a strategic vision for the development of the territorial entity (art. 61 & 62). Once the autonomic status enters into force, the indigenous government can exercise the legislative, deliberative, and regulating powers, and taken on their given competencies (art. 45 & 55).

These competencies involve health services, housing, drinkable water, telecommunications, cultural heritage, natural resources, biodiversity and the environment, rural and productive development, planning, territorial organization, tourism, transport, and natural risks management (art. 81-97). Educational competencies will be defined in a separate law (art. 84). All AIOC territorial entities constitute fully jurisdictions (art. 8). They are integrated to the general financial regime. Their resources mostly come from decentralized State funds whose management is subject to precise regulations shared by all subnational territorial entities (art. 106-131).

The indigenous territory (TIOC) is the greatest innovation in the political and administrative organization of the Bolivian State among all territorial entities defined in the LMAD. The TIOC results from the conversion of Native Community Lands (determined in the 1996 agrarian regime) into territorial jurisdictions with autonomous powers, as well as budgets and competencies similar to those of municipalities. It is defined as an “ancestral territory on which collective or native community lands have been constituted and duly consolidated in accordance with the law, and which have entered this category through the corresponding agrarian procedure (…) an indigenous native peasant government will be formed in it. This territory will be approved by law as a territorial unit, thereby acquiring a double character”, agrarian and jurisdictional (art. 6.I.2).

In line with the Constitution, the law on Autonomies recognizes many rights mentioned in the UN Declaration (self-determination, autonomy, self-government) and satisfies Bolivian indigenous organizations aspirations. What is, however, the actual situation of indigenous autonomies in Bolivia? Although complex to sum up, the situation can be presented as follows.

Until now, only one out of two hundred TCOs has presented an autonomic status to the State (the first step to convert a TCO into an indigenous autonomous territory), Raqaypampa in the Cochabamba department. This status must now be submitted to the Constitutional tribunal. In other cases, obstacles are many. Among these, one is the fact that the majority of TCOs have not been granted tenure, thereby making the conversion into indigenous territory impossible. Further, the conditions set out in the LMAD are contested by indigenous organizations, particularly the demographic rule and the territorial continuity rule, that appear too stringent and restrictive for many indigenous peoples wishing to access territorial autonomy.

In parallel, a municipal dynamic has been engaged. Eleven out of the three-hundred-and-thirty-six municipal governments have started the process to obtain the indigenous autonomy regime\(^\text{15}\). Five of them have developed their autonomic status. Six others are being discussed. Some of them have moved slowly forward because of local disagreement between indigenous

\(^{15}\) Chipaya, Pampas Aullagas, Totora and Salinas de Mendoza in the Oruro department; Tarabuco, Mojocoya and Huacaya in the Chuquisaca department; Charazani and Jesús de Machaka in the La Paz department; Chagagua in the Santa Cruz department; Chayanta in the Potosí department.
and peasants organizations that compete for local power. The Autonomies ministry mediates to try and appease the conflicts and move the process forward in a consensual manner.

While it may appear innovative in legislation, the indigenous autonomy process is a source of detachment between the Morales government and indigenous organizations. The latter have had to mobilize on many occasions to negotiate adjustments that would incorporate their demands. These tensions extend the difficulties that have appeared in the relations between the parties since the adoption of the Constitution in 2009.

Indigenous organizations now keep watch. The steps to obtain the autonomy regime are many and each one represents a source of potential conflicts. The challenge consists in avoiding similar delays and faults as with the INRA law. 15 years after its promulgation, many TCOs have not been granted tenure nor have been identified and demarcated. To this already sensitive territorial situation, the issue of prior consultation of indigenous peoples over extractive activities on their territories only adds a new level of conflict with the Morales government. In other words, the concrete conditions for the instauration of a plurinational State and the implementation of self-determination for indigenous peoples are currently at stake in Bolivia.

**By way of conclusion**

With the new Constitution and the Autonomies and Decentralization Law, the Bolivian State seems to respond to territorial claims by indigenous organizations while incorporating international indigenous peoples rights. In the last four decades, two moments have proved decisive in the political consideration of indigenous territories in Bolivia. In the 1990s, the State grants indigenous peoples who so wish with Native Community Lands (TCOs). Although this form of territorial recognition does not fully consider the notion of territoriality developed by indigenous organizations (as it does not grant any competency in terms of public management and finances), it nonetheless generates a pre-territorialization of indigenous peoples through a demarcation of their areas of collective settlement. Then, in the last decade, indigenous territoriality has taken on a new dimension by integrating political projects linked to the process of “national re-founding”. Indigenous territories are now recognized as fully jurisdictions by the political Constitution of the Bolivian state.

These are two precise historical moments, characterized by the convergence of indigenous (through mobilizations and propositions) and indigenist (through recognition of rights and support policies) dynamics on both national and international levels. This juncture rests on a complex circulation of agents working at different levels (local, national, international) to elaborate norms, public policies and specific programs for indigenous peoples. In the Bolivian case, such historical coincidence clearly appeared first in the 1990s, and then in the last few years with the emergence of new international standards for indigenous peoples rights, of a State modernization process involving a global or partial consideration of indigenous issues, and of indigenous peoples mobilizations on both local and international levels for the implementation or claiming of rights. The interaction between these dynamics is generally occurring, in Bolivia as in most Latin-American States, in a normative field that is conducive to the eminently constitutionalist, legalist and pacific strategies of indigenous peoples in Latin America.

In all likelihood, the constitutional adoption of a plurinational State engages Bolivia towards a paradigmatic change in the governance of territorial(ized) entities, especially ethnic ones. The
principles of liberal multiculturalism that were predominant in the 1990s are abandoned (Lacroix 2011b). Bolivia thus seems to direct itself towards an unheard of “post multicultural” political model (Grey Postero 2007) that fully integrates the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and that grasps the indigenous question as a central and transversal political issue for a new societal project. Like indigenous autonomies, all the manifestations of the plurinational State have to be defined. The CIDOB and CONAMAQ have entered a probably long period of careful watch to ensure the effective implementation of the Bolivian Constitutions. In this perspective, these two organizations should maintain their particular place on the national and international political scenes in the coming years.
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Résumé
La Bolivie semble s’engager vers l’institutionnalisation de territoires autochtones intégrés à l’organisation politico-administrative de l’Etat. Ce processus se traduirait par l’instauration de circonscriptions et de juridictions ethniques autonomes. Cet article propose une lecture croisée considérant à la fois la mobilisation des organisations autochtones pour leurs droits, les débats nationaux autour des questions de territoires et d’autochtonie et l’évolution du contexte international au cours des quatre dernières décennies pour tenter de mieux comprendre les effets d’imbrication d’échelles de gouvernance qui ont mené à cet horizon politique en Bolivie.
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Summary
Bolivia seems to engage towards the integration of indigenous territories into the institutional, political and administrative organization of the State. This process would result in the introduction of autonomous ethnic districts and jurisdictions. This paper proposes a cross reading, simultaneously considering the mobilization of indigenous organizations, national debates on issues of territories and ethnicity and the evolution of the international context in the last four decades. The objective is to better understand the complex interactions between scales of governance that have led to this renewed political landscape in in Bolivia.
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